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Untitled

Editors’ Letter

By Staceyann Chin

Dear Reader,

T

here is not much we can say about our beginnings and aims that has not already been said by
our campus newspaper, he trail. Perhaps that
is where we should start, by acknowledging the overwhelming campus support we have received, not only
from other campus publications like Crosscurrents but
from members of student government, the administration, campus groups, staf, and faculty, most notably the
Gender Studies Department. We simply cannot thank
you all enough! However,
while we did not confront
many objections in getting Wetlands of of the
ground, that does not
mean that the University
of Puget Sound is some
sex/gender utopia or feminist paradise.
When Anya came
to Megan and Ruby in
November with the idea
for a new arts and literary
magazine inspired by the
works of Harvard, Rice,
and Columbia University,
their participation was a
no-brainer. Considering
how much opportunity
there is for us to explore
and expand our understanding of ourselves and
others, be it at a Vulva Anti-Violence Alliance meeting or in the classroom,
the Gender Studies Department continues to be understafed, underfunded, and undervalued. Students on our
campus continue to experience high rates of sexual violence and harassment. Last year, our campus showed us
just how comfortable it is with rape jokes ater the publication and defense of he rattler. SAFE Men is under
attended, participation in B-GLAD is lacking, and that
is just on this campus.
Our nation is plagued by years of abstinenceonly sex education, the bigotry of elected oicials, and
the lingering efects of our puritanical origins. Washington is currently waging a war against the reproductive
rights of women and the ways people choose to love.
Meanwhile, the media continues to distort realities of
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afection, performance, and beauty. Wetlands Magazine
is intended to ill the void we feel is a result of these daily
assaults. We want to provide a medium for politicizing
the physical and the emotional on a campus that cannot
talk enough about being progressive but oten has little
follow through.
hough we aimed to be representative of our entire campus, this issue is our irst and it is far from perfect. Missing are the male voices addressing their bodies
and their politics; we only
received one piece confronting the issue of race
on this campus; absent
is talk of abortion, performance issues, virginity, and more. We hope
that by bringing up what
are undeniably diicult issues in aesthetically pleasing and engaging forms,
we will foster a dialogue
on sexual expression and
gender exploration within
the larger Puget Sound
community, making subsequent issues of Wetlands
even more powerful. Until then, we are proud to
present our Virgin Volume. he works submitted to us were beautiful,
heartbreaking, hilarious,
challenging, and relatable,
sometimes simultaneously.
Readers should note that some material is sexually explicit. A few pieces deal directly with issues of violence and non-consent. We ask that all readers take care
of themselves while reading and continue dreaming of a
better world where we are all free to live and love as we
please.
Now, enough of us, we give you the irst issue of
Wetlands. Don’t let this be its last!
Sincerely,
Ruby Aliment, Anya Callahan, and Megan Chambers

as performed by staceyann Chin on March 28th, 2012 in schneebeck
Concert hall. reprinted with permission from the author.
Being queer has no bearing on race
or class
or creed
my white publicist said
true love is never afected by color
or country
or the carnal need for cash
I curb the lashes of me crashing across the table
to knock his blond skin
from Manhattan
to Montego Bay to witness
the bloody beatings of beautiful brown boys
accused of the homosexual crime of buggery
amidst the new fangled fallacies
of sexual and racial freedom for all
these under-informed
self-congratulating
pseudo-intellectual utterances
relect how apolitical the let has truly become
i don’t know why
but the term lesbian just seems so
confrontational to me
why can’t you people just say you date
other people?
Again I say nothing
tongue and courage tied with fear
I am at once livid
ashamed and paralyzed
by the neo-conservatism
breeding malicious amongst us
Gay
Lesbian
Bisexual
Transgender
Ally
questioning
Two spirit
Non-gender conforming—every year we add a new
letter

yet everyday
I become more afraid to say black
or lesbian
or woman—everyday
under the pretense of unity I swallow something I should have said
about the epidemic of AIDS in Africa
or the violence against teenage-girls in East New York
or the mortality rate of young boys on the south-side
of Chicago
even in friendly conversation
I get the bell hooks-ian urge
to kill mother-fuckers who say stupid shit to me
all day
bitter branches of things I cannot say out loud
sprout deviant from my neck
fuck you-you-fucking-racist-sexist-turd
fuck you for wanting to talk about homophobia
while you exploit the desperation of undocumented immigrants
to clean your hallways
bathe your children and cook your dinner
for less than you and i spend on our tax deductible
lunch!
I want to scream
all oppression is connected you dick!
at the heart of every radical action in history
stood the dykes who were feminists
the anti-racists who were gay rights activists
the men who believed being vulnerable
could only make our community stronger
as the violence against us increases
where are the LGBT centers in those neighborhoods
where assaults occur most frequently?
as the tide of the Supreme Court changes
where are the LGBT marches
to support a woman’s right to an abortion?
what say we about health insurance
for those who can least aford it?
5

the communist
and the trade unionist
the time to act is now!
Now! while there are still ways we can ight
Now! because the rights we have are still so very few
Now! because it is the right thing to do
the faces that represent us
have begun to look like the ones who used to burn crosses Now! before you open the door to ind
they have inally come
and beat bulldaggers and fuck faggots up the ass
for you
with loaded guns
grow listless
apathetic and individualistic no one knows
where to vote
or what to vote for anymore

the companies that sponsor our events
do not honor the way we live or love
or dance or pray
By Anonymous
our life partnerships are deemed domestic
could only think it must be love.
and the term marriage is reserved
It may have been your idea in the beginning, but
for those unions sanctioned by a church controlled state
this time, was it yours or mine? I think I knew how
this would end, and you certainly did. But you let it
for all the landmarks we celebrate
happen anyway. At this point it doesn’t matter how it
we are still niggers
started. Or how much you said you wanted to be with
and faggots
me, how much we needed each other and needed his.
and minstrel references
for jokes created on the funny pages of a heterosexual his relationship. Or how long I said no. Maybe that
was part of the game, part of why I intrigued you in the
world
irst place.
he irst step is falling in love. It took you to
the horizons are changing
push
me
over the edge, but eventually I fell.
to keep pace with technology and policy alike
he second step, it’s disenchantment. I was pesthe LGBT manifesto has evolved into a corporate agenda
simistic the whole time. I didn’t believe our mania, our
and outside that agenda
insatiable need and love for one another, could last. And
a woman is beaten every 12 seconds
of course, what pleasure could you derive from destroyevery two minutes
ing us if not irst persuading me to believe that it could?
a girl is raped somewhere in America
he third step, it was breaking free. How does
it feel to build something up just to tear it down. Love,
and while we stand here well-dressed and rejoicing
sex, intimacy. he most important thing to me is my rein India
lationships with those I love. But to deny the dark side,
in China
the hurt they can incur or the way people use them to
in South America a small child cuts the cloth
tear apart another.. I would be lying if I said they don’t
to construct you a new shirt
leave wounds.
a new shoe
When you want something that bad, you’ll do
an old lifestyle held upright
by the engineered hunger and misuse of impoverished anything to keep it. You’ll idealize the other to the point
where it isn’t them you love, but rather some parallel,
lives
imagined being that is all the things they said they were.
hat keeps the promises they broke. hat means the
gather round ye fags, dykes
things they said, loves you like you want them to and
trannies and all those in between
like they said they do. But this person, this person is all
we are not simply at a political crossroad
in your head.
we are buried knee deep in the quagmire
Everything was wonderful until it wasn’t. First
of a battle for our humanity
big problem we had, he came to me and said we had to
end it. Shock, agony, tears. I didn’t understand. Let’s try
the powers that have always been
again. Okay I love you we’ll make this work. I love you
have already come for the Jew

Just For Show

I

sick Cravings
By Cleo Maul

HIV/AIDS was once a reason for gay white men to act up
now your indiference spells the death
of straight black women
and imprisoned Latino boys
apparently
if the tragedy does not immediately impact you
6

you don’t give a fuck
ofer a social ladder to those of us inclined to climb
and watch the bottom of a movement fall out
a revolution once pregnant with expectation
lounders
without direction the privileged and the plundered
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too, I didn’t think people like you existed, you said. You
wrote me poems; you were always checking in, wanting to spend every spare moment in each other’s arms,
not even having sex just being near one another was
enough. As for me, I believed I loved you. he man in
my head, he was wonderful. But ater that night, fuck
before that night, I can’t remember… I could never be
right. You always had the irst word, the last word, every word. Everything I had to say, it didn’t matter, and
you never failed to tell me so. I was wrong. You were
superior, all knowing, omnipotent and arrogant. I kept
seeing you despite the warning signs. Your bigotry still
disgusts me.
But your touch was like nothing I had ever experienced, and you, you told me I was the irst one to really
teach you about sex. he best you’d ever had. Something diferent, intimate, connected, special, sweet.
Loving. You said, the way I would look at you, you felt
truly connected, truly close to me like you’d never felt
with anyone before. Sex was an important way of how
I expressed myself to you. It was how I opened up and
made myself vulnerable and explained that I trusted
you and wanted to know your soul not just your body.
hat physical connection, for me, it meant something.
We waited awhile. I thought I knew you well enough.
I thought you wouldn’t hurt me, or take advantage. I
thought we were in it together, you told me we were. My
love I mistook for ours.
I would call you, say I missed you, and oh baby
you missed me too you wanted it to work.
You said: I love you; you’re nothing but an attachment it’s not you I love but the attention I want to
be rid of you. Be with me we need each other; I wish I’d
never brought you here you make me so unhappy.
You said: you’re pretty and you dress nice. And
that is all you are or ever were to me just a prize that was
hard to win and me I liked the challenge. And now I’ve
won and I’m done so goodbye get the fuck away from
me.
I’m sorry for being the portrait that reveals your
cold black broken heart, nurtured by abuse and now
you’re the abuser. I know why you don’t like to look at
me.
And I can’t forget our last night. he one ater
we got back together that last time, when I had convinced myself that if I missed you as much as I did and
loved you as much as I thought I had then it was right
to try again. We should wait before being intimate, we
said. But I felt you touching me and caressing me; you
said: baby please come back I love you, I want you; but
8

it will never work. Kissing, touching, loving. You don’t
want to be with me, but you can do this to me. You can
take my body and with my heart and my soul and break
it, crush it with your sot kisses and gentle touch. And
just ater: this is awkward, you said, you’re naked in my
bed.
I’m not happy I don’t want this I don’t want you
I know I said I did and this wasn’t premeditated but I’ve
changed my mind.
Don’t you realize how fucked up this is?
Yes. I’m sorry. You roll away from me and there’s
silence.
I ask, can you really just roll over and go to sleep
ater this?
Yes. I didn’t plan it out or anything, I just changed
my mind. I’m not rolling over because it hurts you; I’m
rolling over because this conversation is over.
You realize how much that hurts me?
Yes. Silence.
I was lying naked in your bed. Shock. I rolled
over. I cried myself to sleep. I woke up an hour later, to
curl up next to you and push your arm around me; to
sleep in the arms of the man that lived inside my head,
the one I had so eagerly believed when he had said he
loved me too.
What made me behave that way, going back even
when I knew you would only hurt me again? I could
only think it must be love; but love, it isn’t supposed to
look like that.

Cogito Ergo Cum

By Johanna Climaxus & Johannes Anti-Climaxus

§1. he love lives of philosophers. – he Greek word
φιλοσοφία, philosophia, translates literally to “love of
wisdom” (philo- = love or friendship, -sophia = wisdom). Yet to think that in these cases wisdom and the
wise are ‘just friends’ is quite foolish. In truth, the relationship is positively erotic: the sexual organs give
way to the intellect … the brain becomes a bedroom
… knowledge and knower consummated … constant
copulation. hought itself is transformed, becoming an
erotic act. soia is a sage’s soulmate… Oh, they cannot
eat or sleep because of her, they spend so much of their
time writing love letters or making passionate love to
her, they simply cannot stop thinking about her! She
is their only Muse and their greatest weakness, Artemis and Achilles’ heel all at once. Haunted by a notion
of truth, of perfection – an impossible ideal – the phi-

losopher squirms at the thought of enjoying the dirty,
messy, imperfect reality of sex. What a cruel mistress…
§2. On the troubles of a threesome. – If the blood throbs
in the brain, the low must be restricted to the nether
regions. Scrotum or scrutiny, there can be no compromise; for the philosopher only one of these erogenous
zones can be engorged and thus awakened! It is as if
any
real sexual encounter is like bringing in an awkward
third partner to the equation! … It is not hard to admit
that the brain is a sexual organ with fantastic intoxicating potential. But the philosopher infuses the spirits of
lovemaking with theory, inquiry, and intellect, which is
titillating only in small doses.

false idol in favor of his true God. Leaving her coldly and
suddenly, he remained celibate for the rest of his life...
– Descartes was hardly well adjusted; he thought God
put cats on the planet for him to torture, and he wrote a
book about locking himself in a room for a week. hus
it is almost too frightening to imagine what his sex life
must have been like … – Pair leibniz’s lack of expertise on the subject with the fact that he invented binary
notation and a primitive calculator, and it is clear that
this wild-haired seventeenth-century man deserves
an award for groundbreaking contributions to virgin
geekdom … – Kant was an adamant celibate, regarding
sex as an immoral abhorrence. Sex did not sublimate
the relationship between two people, but rendered it
frivolous and unfulilling. To him, sex transformed lov§3.1. On the unlikelihood of real-world commitment. – ing relationships into lurid feasts of carnal indulgence,
Nietzsche quips,
sacriicing moral action and thought in the process.
Not only did Kant condemn the mingling of emotions
“What great philosopher hitherto has been married?
and sexuality, he also thought that masturbation was a
Heraclitus, Plato, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant,
sin worse than suicide … – And inally, Schopenhauer
Schopenhauer … one cannot even imagine them
married. A married philosopher belongs in comedy,
went all the way and argued that all sexual activity was
that is my proposition – and as for that exception,
“an exercise in metaphysical futility.” We can now see
Socrates – the malicious Socrates, it would seem,
where Nietzsche is cumming from…
married ironically...” (on the genealogy of Morals,
§3.7)

Marriage and the promise of a lifetime of sexual satisfaction is nothing joyful in the philosopher’s case, but
is instead ‘abhorrent,’ a ‘hindrance,’ a ‘calamity.’ he
philosopher engages in asceticism not to deny the self,
but rather to achieve its singular desire: a quiet space to
think in!
§3.2. he sex lives of famous philosophers. – Our historical knowledge is somewhat nonexistent, so it is a fair
bet that their sex lives were accordingly nil. – It is rumored that Heraclitus developed the theory that early
humans were once four-armed, four-legged creatures,
two conjoined as one. hey were then separated by the
gods, condemned to roam the Earth in search of a lost
Other … – Socrates completely ignored his wife, choosing to spend his time quibbling in the marketplace. …
– Nineteenth-century philosopher Søren Kierkegaard
was perhaps the biggest fan of this Socratic approach,
taking it upon himself to live a similarly ironic existence. Although he wrote extensively on passion and
seduction, this great Dane was no dawg. He successfully courted a beautiful young woman, but his trembling
fear of commitment meant he wasn’t that great of a
beau. He wrote in his journal that she was a “blind god
of erotic love” to him, and that he needed to reject this

§3.3. Untimely ejaculations. – Returning to Nietzsche’s
remark, the true question to ruminate on is: was this
statement made with ainity or contempt? Nietzsche
was most likely a virgin, but died of syphilis anyway
(talk about bad luck). Before he fell into madness, he
fell madly in love with a Russian college student named
Lou Salomé, but she in turn favored his good friend
Paul Rée and rejected Nietzsche’s advances. his may
help to explain Nietzsche’s bitter opinion of women. If
only he could have gotten over his egoistic spitefulness,
he may have been able to channel that intelligent rage
into some mind-blowing romps in the boudoir. What
philosopher hasn’t fantasized about the Übermensch in
bed – whether it’s being one, or being with one? A sexual superman or superwoman must be the protagonist
of many a fantasy; perhaps this explains why Nietzsche
was so keen on the idea, and dreamed of its actualization as the peak of human achievement...
§5.1. Sisyphus’s Climb to the Peak, or, Existentialism &
Erections, part I. – It is clear that philosophers spend
much of their time ruminating, utterly lost in thought.
hey have a diicult time shutting the thought cycle of.
To be lost fully in the sexual act, relective intellectual
contemplation ought to be entirely suspended, or else
involvement with the other is ruined... It seems as if the
9

philosopher has no time or need for anyone except him
or herself, and thus has no need for sex.
Existentialism in particular pushes the study
of the self and consciousness to an extreme. he existen tialists Camus and Sartre both thought the Myth
of Sisyphus to be a ine tale, a fable which reveals the
ultimate truth of human condition: that existence itself
is absurd. Both sex and philosophy represent a seeking of endless stimulation, in pursuit of a inal answer-the orgiastic outcome. And, like Sisyphus, both will
ind that the path will be tread over, and over, and over
again, with no respite. However, this myth can be interpreted several ways, and not all of them are as bleak
as Camus’. – sisyphus lives for the climb to the peak of
the mountain, with the peak as the subconscious prerogative. true sexual beings live for the foreplay, for the
journey, and not the peak. While the peak is certainly a
high point in the journey, the climber understands that
the peak is the end of a long, joyous pathway, paved with
surprise and pleasure. he ecstasy of reaching the peak
can only be achieved by the climb, and the climb must be
repeated an endless amount of times. – Now, isn’t that
better? he sensual and the intellectual make perhaps
the most harmonious combination: a merging of polar opposites, yin and yang, each striving to complete a
task that is understood to repeat over and over again,
with temporary but fulilling satiation each time.

apologies to Mr.Mill
By Holly Kvalheim
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§5.2. he Burden of Atlas, or, Existentialism & Erections,
part II. – Philosophy is a full-time job—only very rarely
do we see a philosopher who engages fully in the moment, which is a prerequisite for enjoyable sex. Perhaps
this is why Sartre was so successful in both philosophical and sexual inquiry: at least he was engaged and engaging. Despite Sartre’s gremlin-like visage, he was the
dawg of the 20th century French intellectual circle, rivaled in sexual conquest only by his polyamorous lover
Simone de Beauvoir. He failed, however, to see that his
philosophy of freedom trapped him. Ontology can only
distract one from a situation, coloring things in a different light. – Like Sisyphus in his myth, the existentialist protagonist is trapped. Once the gaping maw of
the indiferent Void has transixed you, it will be hard
to begin a titillating exchange with that lovely man or
woman you’ve been eyeing in the library for some time
now. … Paralyzed by the realization of utter freedom,
the question of whether one ought to reach for the coffee mug or open a window or even breathe, the philosopher simply cannot bother themselves with a frivolous
clitoris … When you are struck with the emptiness and

utter despair of each moment of existence, grieving the
death of God, an erection is thoroughly out of the question. Like Atlas, the existentialist must shoulder the
weight of the world stoically and silently. he despairing philosopher sees life as an ininitely heavy thing,
while sex ought to be a liting of the weight of the world,
a breath of fresh air. No one can shoulder the burden of
Atlas or the boulder of Sisyphus without dreaming of
simple pleasures, silken sheets, wet mouths…
§6. Sex ater Sartre: an era of experimentation. – If the
irst few hundred years of Western philosophy amount
to the awkward few seconds of a virgin’s irst time, recent philosophers have broken ground by progressing
to the paroxysm-inducing thrusts of the ‘middle,’ arguably the most fun part of the sexual act. hings get
kinky starting in the early ‘60s with Foucault and his
history of sexuality: Foucault argued that sexual deviance is a mere social construction and the only way out
of the hole that we dug for ourselves is – guess what –
lots and lots of experimental screwing. Foucault, a homosexual and avid participator in San Francisco BDSM
subculture, deinitely did his fair share… but, as far as
theory goes, Gilles Deleuze comes out on top: Foucault
once said that the twenty-irst century would inevitably
be “Deleuzian.” Deleuze-Guattari’s philosophy borders
on the tantric: there is not one mountain of truth to
climb, merely plateaus, one thousand plateaus ... Finally, the arrival of feminist theory (propelled by Simone
de Beauvoir’s he second sex) asserted women’s equally
sophisticated capability and penchant for thought and
theoretical exegesis, which had been stiled by similar
social constructions until the twentieth century in all
countries that spawned cultured academics. (Notice
how literally every philosopher considered up to this
point has been a white male?) It is hard to believe how
early in the history of philosophy we currently are; the
next ontology to turn the world on its head may very
well cum from the mouth of a female thinker.
§7. he climax. – Sex is becoming more and more a part
of philosophy – certainly we’re all interested in it, and
it’s a lot more interesting than masturbatory metaphysics (here’s looking at you, Liebniz). But why isn’t philosophy becoming more and more a part of sex? –Because
most philosophers are going to cum long before you, a
very small number of philosophers are going to cum at
the same time as you, and you’ll never get to meet any
philosophers who will cum ater you!
11

Feminism/ sex/ bell hooks/ masturbation/ communication/ sex
By Rosie the Riveter, further proof that feminists screw
(Preface: I really love bell hooks. All of her included quotes
are from her book, Feminism is for everybody: Passionate
Politics.)

I

have been with my boyfriend for over two
amazing years. I have never been with anyone who is as respectful, honest, funny, kindhearted, and feminist as he is (even if he denies
his feminist-slant).
PLUS,

the

sex

is

amazing.

For these many reasons, my partner was
shocked into silence when a female acquaintance
sympathetically apologized to him because I am a
feminist.
Her exact phrase was, “Oh, so that means
you don’t have a lot of sex then, right?”
FUCK NO THAT IS NOT WHAT IT MEANS!!
Feminists have sex.
In fact, feminists have GREAT sex!!

a little dose of reality
By Megan Chambers

artist statement:
e are not a culture that likes to look at vaginas. I’m not exactly sure why. Some people REALLY like
to look at vaginas (like Bob… +2 life points if you get the reference). Some people don’t know how
to look at vaginas. his… is probably because on the whole, as a culture, we don’t look at vaginas.
When women spread their legs… there’s something else there. A lower; a censorship sign; a bush (like… an
actual bush… the green leafy kind). Vaginas are hidden from sight and they’re only taken out for sex.

W

Well, that’s stupid; it means that we don’t even remember what vaginas really look like anymore. he media has
told us that vaginas are supposed to be hairless, naked, and small. But this is not about vaginas. his is about
vulvas. And the thing about vulvas is that they’re not always hairless, and they are not small. hey’re beautiful
and they’re all diferent and they’re powerful and they’re ine. hey’re super ine. Just the way they are.
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After this outrageously inaccurate depiction of myself and other feminists, I felt the allconsuming desire to quiet this distortion.
Notably, this is not the only misrepresentation of feminism and feminists. In case you didn’t
know, those damn “feminazis” are hairy, man-hating, dominating, crazy, family-ruining, socialist,
butch lesbians with their noses in the air because
they believe in women’s empowerment. Oh, and
apparently they don’t have sex.
While some of these traits may describe
certain feminists, they could just as easily be used
to describe other people, like the dominating and
crazed Rush Limbaugh. Rather than dispel all
of these (often) unfounded stereotypes, I’m just
going to focus on the “feminists don’t have sex”
one…
hooks uses an intentionally open-ended
definition for feminism. hooks claims that, “feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression.” This means that feminists
want to end the domination of one sex over another. They/ we/ I want equality. This does not mean
that I want men to be subordinate to women. As
a feminist, I want women to be treated with the

same respect as men. Women are people. They deserve to be treated like people, not “less-thans” or
“after thoughts.” Feminists understand this reality
and implement it in their *private* daily lives.
Scholars have used women’s likelihood to
masturbate as a proxy for analyzing female empowerment. Here’s the woman empowermentmasturbation-feminist connection: empowered
women realize that they have a right to their
bodies, including their beaver/ peach/ vag/ pussy.
Empowered women know that their bodies are not
something that the government can legislate or
regulate. Their bodies are not holes for lonely penises. Their bodies are not silent billboards meant
to be stared at but not listened to. Their bodies are
not baby-making machines. Their body is theirs,
and their body may want sex.
An empowered woman will realize that
it is okay – in fact, it is natural – for her to want
sex. An empowered woman is also more likely to
take control of the situation and fulfill her sexual
desire. When a woman understands that she alone
has the right to control her body, she realizes that
she doesn’t need anyone else to please her. She is
totally comfortable going about her one-handed/
dildo-ready/ battery-operated way. While on
this solitary trip of enjoyment, the masterbate-er
learns what their body does and does not enjoy.
I am not claiming that feminists are the
only empowered women or that only women are
feminists. However, I am claiming that feminists
are empowered based on their belief that everyone, themselves included, deserves to be treated
equally with an innate right to control their own
bodies.
To review:
Feminists = empowered men and women.
Empowered people = more likely to masturbate.
Feminists = more likely to masturbate.
Once more, I’ll rely on the always insightful hooks for the last piece of this puzzle: “If any
female feels she need anything beyond herself to
legitimate and validate her existence, she is already giving away her power to be self-defining,
her agency.”
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tits n Pits 1
By A Naughty Mouse

Since feminists understand that they are
people who deserve respect and the power of selfdefinition, feminists often don’t feel the need to
be validated by others. quite the opposite actually – feminists tend to express/ parade/ promote/
advocate their opinions. Even in bed.
Communication is critical in general, but
it becomes even more important in the bedroom.
It is hard to be more intimate and connected with
someone than when you are inside of them. Intimacy is scary, and bad sex is shitty. Both of these
issues can be alleviated with healthy/ inclusive/
participatory/ open dialogue:
You don’t like what she is doing with her
tongue? Tell her to go in circles; you know you
like that. You’re not comfortable with anal play
on the first date? Let ‘em know and suggest something that you do like doing and are comfortable
with. You miss when sex toys were incorporated?
Whip out the vibrator and a discussion about what
you want do tonight.
Communication will enliven the bedroom!
And the best communicators are those that feel
they have a right to speak their mind and that
their opinion is valuable.

To sum up….
Feminists = empowered people = more likely to
masturbate.
More likely to masturbate = more likely to know
what you enjoy doing sexually
Feminists = more likely to communicate.
Feminists = more likely to communicate what
they enjoy doing sexually with their
sexual partner.
More likely to communicate what you
enjoy doing sexually with your sexual partner =
better sex.
Therefore, FEMINISTS HAVE AMAZING SEx!!!
In closing, yes I have sex. Yes, it is awesome. And yes, I think its body-rocking greatness
is mostly because I’m in a feminist relationship
full of communication, equality, and “sexploration.”
Bone Me
By Emma hier
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Becoming One on a Mountain
By Phoebe Smith

I

gasp and pant as I push through the inal quarter mile
uphill, collapsing on a lat patch of grass in an enclosed
area of the trail. I feel the itchy weeds stick to the
sweat on my back as salty drops roll of my forehead and
down my cleavage to soak into my sports bra. I close my
eyes and inhale deeply, tempting a breeze to play across
my lushed face. Ian rumples the ground as he rolls down
next to me, dropping his pack and breathing heavily. I
look over and see his face planted in the grass, deeply inhaling the heady scent
of earth.
“Are you sure
you don’t want to do
another 5 miles before the sun sets?” Ian
mumbles into the dirt.
“I’m not sure if 12 was
a good enough workout.”
I reach over
and feel his overheated
forehead. “Are you sure
you don’t have heat
stroke? Your jokes are
getting pretty weak,”
I retort. Ian mumbles
something incoherently, pulls out his canteen
and pours water on his
head.
“Hey
you!
Save that! We need to
get started on making camp before it gets
dark.”
We sit up and I
dig the tarp out of my
pack and unfold it out onto the ground. I pull the iodine
out and grab my empty water bottles, my head spinning
as I push myself up to standing. I walk towards the edge
of the trees where I hear the faint sound of bubbling water.
A break in the woods reveals a picture-perfect
meadow stream, slow moving and waist deep. A sigh of
relief escapes my lips as I sit down on the water’s edge
to peel of my boots and place my toes in the lukewarm
low. Ian ills the bottles upstream and sets them on the
grassy bank to purify. His white shirt is soaked with sweat
and stream water and I can see all of his straining back
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muscles from where I have come to loat half immersed.
I can’t help but admire his sun darkened olive skin glinting under the relective water, and to my surprise, I feel a
jolt in the pit of my stomach when he takes of his shirt to
wring it out.
I have known Ian for around two months; we have
been working together on the same regional team for the
California National Parks Service since the summer started. Now it’s ire season, and with the increasing drought
we have been sent of
in pairs to man remote
ire watchtowers for a
couple weeks at a time.
Ian and I joined up
to take on a four-day
hike up to our station,
and we just inished
our second exhausting day. I haven’t spent
much time alone with
Ian before now, but we
have always been able
to banter in a group.
He has an ambiguous
Southern European
ethnicity, and a slight
inlection to his voice
from his early years
growing up in Portugal. His smile is dazzling, his laugh contagious, and his eyes are
a piercing hazel-green.
He doesn’t talk to excess, but when he does
speak his words are
full of wit and understanding.
I am jerked abruptly out of my reverie when Ian
picks me up and tosses me into the deepest part of the
riverbed. I emerge soaking, choking on water and laughter. I take of my soiled shirt to wash it out, but not before
playfully linging water in his direction. I stretch upwards
and feel my muscles straining. he strenuous work I have
demanded from my body this summer has let me toned
and tanned, and I have never felt so conident. I submerge
myself, intent on washing of the sweat and peeling skin
from the day’s sweltering trek. Out of the corner of my
eye, I notice Ian staring and grinning at me unabashedly

from his relaxed position on the bank. He is lounging
back, wearing only loose hiking shorts, and I blush slightly as I realize I can see a distinct outline of everything
underneath.
Once I inish washing up, I grab our water and lie
down next to him on the grass.
“hat looks pretty constricting,” he says, nodding
towards my blue sports bra. “We are in the middle of nowhere, you know. Don’t make yourself uncomfortable on
my account.”
He actually sounds sincere and not like he is just
trying to get me naked for his own beneit. I raise my eyebrows at him and he shrugs, and since I have never cared
much about nudity, I go ahead and do as he suggests. He
is right, the tight elastic had been digging into my sides
and removing another layer feels better than I expected. I
lay back with my arms over my head, letting the sun dry
me of as I close my eyes and exhaustion overwhelms me.
My mind lows into a fuzzy, half-awake world of
lucid dreams… I am straddling a man, rubbing up and
down a strong chest and gripping thick black hair in between my ingers and moving my hips back and forth and
then I wake up with a gasp as I experience the terrifying,
surreal thrill of falling and smacking back into the earth.

Photos: dicksicles
By Will and Spencer
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I am shocked by the turn my mind has taken without my
guidance and disoriented from nodding of. My sudden
movement alarms Ian and he turns toward me as I roll on
my side to face him. His gaze lickers from my chest up to
my eyes imperceptibly fast.
“Can I ask you a question?” I inquire.
“Obviously, you just did,” he teases. “But feel free
to ask another.”
“Sorry if this is too intrusive, but when was the
last time you had sex?”
Most of the people in our summer group know
I love to talk about sex for the sake of it, so hopefully he
won’t assume my question is a ploy to hit on him. It isn’t,
exactly, but I have had a bit of a one-track mind lately
because it has been a while for me. I took this summer
job with the intent to do some serious self-exploration
and personal growth and therefore have avoided getting
physical with anyone. It has also helped that private time
with another person had been virtually impossible up
until this point. Except now I have gotten to the point
where thoughts of sex have been slipping into my subconscious at every turn. his dream wasn’t the irst time
my fantasies have taken a shape resembling Ian; when
we slept next to one another last night I could practically feel the electricity coming of his skin.
He raises his eyebrows at me and looks taken
aback, but not uncomfortable.
“Are you asking if I have slept with anyone we
have been working with this summer?”
And when I don’t reply, he tells me that the last
time was in April, before our job had begun. As I consider this, I become hyperaware of the closeness between
our faces, the feeling of his breath on my skin and the
faint smell of nuts and dried fruit he must have been eating earlier. Ater a day of concentrating on physical exertion, my quick but vivid dream sent a current through
my body that I couldn’t ignore. I shoot up and into the
water so I am standing waist deep in the current, my
back towards Ian. he noise of the water is enough to
mask the sound of him lithely slipping in behind me, so
I don’t notice his appearance until I feel his warm hand
slide along the small of my back, leaving a trail of ire on
my sun baked skin. I take a breath trying to orient myself, but my brain is full of static and I let the nothingness take over as I whirl around and reach a few inches
up to press my mouth against his.
In response, he pulls me into the curve of his
body and sighs his mouth open, which sends a jolt all
the way from my mouth down past my bellybutton. My
heartbeat has moved into my crotch, which has become
wet from more than just the stream. I run my hand
down the smooth muscles of his side, toying with the
elastic itting on his shorts and moving my mouth to
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his neck. In our proximity, I can feel his erection stifen
up against my body. His hands are steady as they slide
down my curving back to grab my ass and pull me up
out of the water, my legs wrapping around his hips.
We break apart to look at each other momentarily, and I see he is grinning.
“Do you actually want to do this?” I ask, begging
internally for a positive response.
He smiles even more widely and nods as he
reaches for my lips with his. Both of our mouths are
chapped from the heat, which makes me feel wild and
raw. Ian turns and lays me down on the muddy bank.
His lips and tongue ind their way down my neck and
chest until he closes his mouth around one of my stif
nipples. I sigh into the tingly feeling and gasp a little as
he bites me sotly. I let him trail his tongue around my
breasts and trembling stomach, the soreness leaching
out of my muscles as overwhelming pleasure takes its
place.
I do my best to appreciate every little sensation,
but I am using intense restraint to keep from pulling
him inside of me instantly. As he moves trailing kisses
down towards the waistband of my elastic shorts, my
back arches slightly and I feel my swelling vulva open
up in an invitation. He does not hesitate in pulling of
my remaining clothing and throwing it onto the grass.
I sit up and scoot backwards onto a latter area of the
bank, grabbing his arms and pulling him along with me.
I feel his triceps ripple, the sexy understated muscles
that come from hiking and climbing all summer. He
moves over top of me, reaching for the back of my head
with strong hands. At the same time, his thigh moves
up between my legs and rubs up against my clit. His hot
breath is in my ear, and my eyes close and roll back as
desire builds up in my lower body.
I feel overwhelmed but powerful. I reach my
body to push against his, my swollen breasts molding
into his hard chest. I begin to slip of his hiking shorts
and he struggles for a brief moment to get them of past
his knees. I reach down with one hand, traveling from
his tight ass to his groin and cupping the sot skin of
his scrotum in my palm. He exhales heavily as I gently
squeeze. My ingers trail up the tight back ridge of his
penis and I feel his hips shudder slightly. I wriggle backwards a few inches as a small hint, which he easily takes
as his stifened tongue travels down past my hipbone.
He kisses and licks his tongue lightly at the mess of sot
swollen folds, wetness, and dark curly hair. I am lushed
and muddy and feel like a primal goddess.
Ater a few minutes, or maybe hours or seconds
- I can’t tell, the familiar but incredible building of sensation starts in my pelvis. My hips begin to push into
his mouth in rhythm, my mouth opens and my head

falls back and his hand runs up my shaking outer thigh
and grabs my clenched ass and a pulse shoots through
me and sound escapes my mouth and I am looding his
face with warm sticky liquid and the entire moment is
beautiful and overwhelming and surrounded in a bright
orange glow.
When a moment such as this has been built up
for so long, I am not satisied quickly. I push him over
and move my head towards his crotch with genuine earnest, but he stops me.
“I’m sorry, but I can’t wait. I want to be in you,”
he says in between heavy breaths.
I shudder with excitement at the irst touch
between us, holding my breath as he teases open my
lushed inner lips and slowly slides inside me. We exhale together as he begins to build up a quick in and out
pulse, me grinding my hips up and down at the same
rhythm. My body is still shuddering from my earlier climax, and I am so turned on that every movement feels
like a ire building up deep within me. Our mouths gasp
and pant and our ingers delve into the muddy grass underneath and hair tangles and sweat builds and limbs
wriggle desperately along one another. I dig my nails
into the smooth skin of his back and butt, biting playfully along his collarbone. He hitches my leg up around
his hip and efortlessly rolls over onto his back, pulling
me on top of him. A laugh escapes me as I teeter, but
when I sit up he is still fully inside of me.
“hat’s never worked before,” I say; he laughs
and sinks back into a smile with eyes closed as I begin
to move him in and out of my body, his hands brushing
the grass of my back and teasing my nipples.
Instinct from years of living in thin-walled
apartments makes me grip my hand tightly over my
panting mouth as I feel an orgasm building up to a peak,
but Ian pries my hand away with his strong ingers so I
cry out and let loose the noise has built up inside of me
and OHMYGOD it is SO GOOD my body is releasing
sparks into the atmosphere and clenching and releasing and shuddering and he grips me tight and pulls out
quickly and his back arches as he comes, becoming one
with me and the sot ground and the glowing sky in an
euphoric lash of life.
I roll over, gasping for air, my head spinning. Every nerve ending around my vulva feels like it is ablaze,
but in a good way. I let him lay and trace circles on my
taut stomach, moving up around my nipples and to the
bones at the base of my throat. he sun is setting in an
incredible display, lashing pink over the horizon and
momentarily blinding me. I am both awesomely happy
and at peace with the world for this one shining moment, and then I remember that we have the next week
and the one ater that and the one ater that…

Boundaries
By Vanessa Corrina Juteau

he Good Rain
By Anonymous Male

I

pinch my inner thigh and it hurts good. I bit my
inner lip and draw a drop of blood onto my tongue
and taste it. his is also a good hurt. It’s very necessary to distract my feelings elsewhere; otherwise everyone will know who I am inside. Time moves slowly—I’m sure of it—and perhaps my professor should
consider having the clock ixed for his needy students.
Time. It belongs to someone else, I’m sure, because it
does not service me. My heart drums at a diferent pace
and so I do not feel that I should be bound to it. I scoot
my heavy wooden chair back, unintentionally making
all the noise in the world, and collect my belongings,
pacing rapidly towards the door.
Many of my peers watch me with question
marks in their eyes but I ignore them. I ignore all except one. hese eyes belong to a raven-haired woman
and I believe that she knows why I return her stare. She
is the cause of many problems in this class; or, perhaps
I only sufer from one big problem instead. Regardless, I am frustrated by the things she says and it makes
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me hate her voice. Or, perhaps I have always hated her
voice and it makes me hate the things she says. But it
really does not matter for she is an idiot and I do not
wish to associate myself with idiots.
My professor sees me pause then walk out the
door. We all have things to do, i suppose, but i will need
to follow up with an email to let him know that that was
not okay, I think he thinks.
he doors in this building are exceptionally
heavy, but I am sure that I can hear him, the Professor,
scribbling my name onto his notebook. His pencil lead
scratches his yellow, lined paper as metal forks on a car
door. I walk away from that wreck as the only survivor
or perhaps as the only victim.
Click. My bathroom stall is now secure. I want
to make it home but I do not think that I could have
made it back in time. Sitting comfortably on the toilet
seat, I position my ist under my chin, like the hinker.
I am Man hinking. he man doing his business in the
stall next to me must be confused as he stares at my
feet and perfectly straight jeans. He must expect me to
realize my mistake and pull down my pants, but it is
no mistake. Yet I am, in a way, taking one mean shit. I
need all this bad out of my body. Or could the bad be
good?
I blow my nose and lush a bunch of used toilet
paper down the toilet. Walking to the sink, I wash away
all the red in my face with water on the coldest setting.
I leave the bathroom and continue home, hoping the
water helps to numb my face.
Lunging down three lights of stair I see many
familiar faces. I engage in these distanced how-do-youdos and wave my hand at them, indicating that I have
somewhere to be. However, someone I really like sees
me. And I see her.
“Hi!” she starts. “Hey, how you doing? What’s
up? I kind of don’t remember what happened last
night! hat was just a tad bit insane. Are we going to
have another get-together tonight? Come on; it’s the
weekend!”
I am speaking but I do not know what I am saying.
“I’m sutck ni tihs iamge fo bineg a man! Ciaini
aioibiyinidiyi hieilp me?” is what I think I said, which
must have translated to “Yeah, for sure, girl” with an
obligatory, “I’ll text you later.”
I am doing a slight jog now as I really need my
room. It begins to rain which makes me appreciate
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mother nature more. I think she knows that I accidentally let some of me escape, but there is no helping it;
these prisoners have no prisons, so why must I imprison them? How do I imprison them is, perhaps, the
better question. Regardless, the weather works well to
camoulage my face.
Only two blocks of sidewalk, a door, and a
sprint up the stairs are keeping me from my homely
bed. My mind is faster than my body and—I am sure
of it—I can see myself unlocking the front door even
though my physical self is still two blocks behind.
“Dude, it’s pouring outside, huh? Your face is
wet as fuck,” says my housemate. He is slouching on the
couch. I’m pretty sure he is high and not of this Earth
anymore. hat would make two of us. “Man, how am
I supposed to walk my ass over to the food place for
food? I don’t want to put on cl—”
I think he realizes what he just said.
“DUDE! Food place! Food! Can you believe I
just said that?” He is laughing uncontrollably and I nod
a yeah-you-just-said-that nod. “Damn! You’re high too,
aren’t you? You’re eyes are so red, you little fu—”
I’m upstairs now in my room because I believe I
heard enough from him. It does not matter anymore—
nothing matters anymore—and I climb atop my loted
bed where I feel very safe. I strip down and crawl under
my warm thick sheets where I set many of my prisoners free.

Jigsaw Puzzle
By Polly Membrino

It is hard
to believe
that we are not
meant to be
when the arch
of my spine
its so perfectly
with your rib cage.

he Divide Between Black Women and the College Campus Dating Sphere
By Sandra-Rosa Bryant

L

ast week, I was in the company of three other
Black female students and we somehow got on
the subject of romantic relationships on campus.
Sitting there and hearing their stories was not an eyeopening experience by any means merely because their
stories were so similar to my own, but hearing their stories gave me a reairmation in my desire to write this
piece. he idea had been in my mind for weeks but for
whatever reason I needed an extra shove to begin crating this essay. Hearing the shared experiences of Black
female students on this campus was the propelling force
that I needed.
We all felt the same—Black women are in a
world apart on this campus and markedly outside the
sphere of campus dating. We talked about how when
we step of campus or venture back to our respective
hometowns, we have to readjust ourselves to our environments and what comes with our environments. We
have to readjust ourselves to romantically-motivated
advances and become re-acclimated to the notion of being a romantic interest for somebody. But as soon as we
return to campus, we throw all of that out of the window and move through this campus as the weightless
amoebas that it otentimes feels like we are perceived as.
We couldn’t come up with any other reason for
the divide between Black female students and the dating
sphere on campus other than race; there’s no running
from the fact that this is a predominantly white campus, but even here we were met with several nuances.
We are not unfamiliar with being approached by white
people outside the boundaries of campus. It is true that
we are much more accustomed to the advances of Black
men, but we are not strangers to the expressed interest of white men—granted they are of campus. But this
campus is not solely made up of white people, and it
is not only white people who choose to ignore Black
women.
We talked about how the fact that we were not
being viewed as romantically worthwhile to the entire
campus was on an entirely diferent level of gut-wrenching diiculty to acknowledge and understand. We walk
through this campus constantly being forced to re-assess ourselves and our environment. One woman in the
group relected on how she would call her mother for
reassurance that there was nothing wrong with her and

that she was indeed an attractive individual who was
worthy of attention. It’s not you, it’s them. And I can’t
deny that I once called a friend back home only so she
could recount to me the story of the time when that boy
with cornrows got down on his knee and begged for my
phone number at the park by her house. hese yearnings for airmations of our worth are troublesome and
problematic to say the least, but they are a part of our
existence as Black women on this campus.
I think it is important to note a character trait
that we four discussants share. We are not particularly
passive people when it comes to relationships and going
ater what we want. So if there are any thoughts of the
divide between Black women and the dating sphere on
this campus being related to a lack of initiative on the
part of Black women to go ater what we want, please
cast that thought into oblivion, because it is utterly and
abundantly false. With that being said, one must come
to understand the diiculty that surrounds approaching a person on this campus based on the amoeba-like
persona that has been applied to Black female students
without our consent. What is the point in trying when
everything that we have experienced on this campus
tells us that Black women and relationships on this
campus are practically oxymoronic?
Black men on this campus don’t seem to have
the same problems. Not by a long shot. All a Black male
student has to do to garner attention on this campus is
step into a room and, more oten than not, he will be
met with many a hair lip and a maelstrom of lirtations
and praises. Black men have always been overly-sexualized in the history of this country, and from what I’ve
witnessed on campus it doesn’t look like things have
changed very much. I regularly ind myself wondering
how Black male students feel about this. Do they enjoy it or do they feel like they are a rare delicacy being
served on a shining silver platter to a roomful of starving dinner guests?
hese two extremes of romantic attention given to Black women and Black men on this campus are
inextricably nuanced. One can imagine what both extremes could do to the respective groups’ egos, but what
is much more important to think about is what the implications behind these two extremes can do to the respective groups’ psyches and praxes.
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On Being Alone

Slouching from Zoar
By Ryan Coleman

By Marina Balleria
Dedicated to Cecilia Soledad Cabezas

S

ince the age of thirteen we’ve been haunted by the rabbit in Donnie Darko telling us that “every
living creature dies alone.” We fight against Robert Putnam’s America of the individual by all going bowling on Tuesday, by playing words with friends, by making fun of Donnie Darko together.
We go to parties looking for carnal approximations of closeness and when we wake up we try to conceal that hint of annoyance at ourselves as they say exactly the wrong thing. We find people to be with,
we measure out the time together, we spend lazy Sundays in bed, we make plans. We are young and
we are never alone.
Then one day, we are. Separated by distances, left behind, no longer in love. Follow the advice, the
steps, the prescriptions but feel the absence of another, or any other. Fall into bed, roll over, try to
empty your mind. Listen to just your breath. It is not supposed to be like this.
One day, you take a shower, make breakfast and leave the house. You think of your day, sorting through
times and places to be, absentmindedly picking a flower from a tree. You forget that you are alone. A
car drives by bumping “Money Maker,” and you laugh. It’s even sunny outside.

Rosa Montera wrote Crónica de desamor, the book on loneliness. She once said: “la soledad es absolutamente necesesaria…la soledad es buena para llevarte bien contigo misma, para tratarte bien, para
aguantarte, y luego…para no hipotecarte. si no sabemos vivir con nosotras mismas vamos a pagar unos
preciso desorbitatntes, vamos a tener unas relaciones antropofágicas solamente por el miedo a la soledad…la solución no es saber resignarse, sino saber descubrirla.”
“Solitude is absolutely necessary…Solitude is good for making you get along with yourself, for treating
yourself well, for putting up with yourself, and then... for not selling yourself short. If we don’t know
how to live alone, we’re going to pay an exorbitant price, we’ll have anthropophagic relationships just
because we’re afraid to be alone…The solution is not to learn how to settle for less, but to discover
solitude.”

T

he performance of Slouching from Zoar
is an attempt to fully transform my body
into the cultural text that stands in for it.
he queer body is too oten, and with unspoken
societal permission, obscured, coded, signiied, retransmitted, and altogether eradicated by
various media. I mean to externalize the profoundly corrupting efects of this kind of collective social oppression by allowing my body
to become physically buried under the cultural
markers and assumptions leveled at those of my
own sexual identity-group.
My piece references its inluence by
and departure from several landmark femninist performance art pieces, such as Marina
Abramovic’s he Artist is Present and Carolee
Schneemann’s up to and including her limits. Slouching from Zoar owes its conception
and execution indebtedly to the latter piece of
Schneemann’s, from which I borrow the artist’s
theory of “kinetic theater”. Physical connection between artist and audience is central to
the piece. As artist I control the execution and
intention of my performance, however, it is
entirely dependent on the audience – like the
queer body.
he audience is forced to negotiate between the act of objectifying me by inscribing
their oten violent judgments onto me, while
my labored breathing, shivering, and tireless
eye contact reminds them of my own subjectivity and awareness of their judgment. I do not
speak or interact with my audience, save heavy
eye contact, to demonstrate the inability of a
marginalized group to resist the invisible violence inlicted upon them. In the end, the various marks and scrawls on my body convey both
how my body is constantly under the weight
of these cultural assumptions, but how underneath I am alive and ferocious.
We as a people have never had the privilege of turning back towards Sodom, but we
must no longer slouch towards Zoar.
Photos By Kim Clancy
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“and why don’t you write? Write! Writing is for you; your body is yours, take it.”
–Helene Cixous on L’Écriture Féminine.

he Cuntinual Blooming Water Lily
By OL Weitz

In a parcel of pink petals the pearl of my oyster soaks up love long ater the noontide.

Even ater the oar is set aside, my cunt, my candle-holder, my cherry pink canoe is ready to glide.

here are no depths to the cave of wonders that illuminates every time a million nerve endings collide.

love > gender
By Caroline Henry

Pillow Talk
By Cait Farry

(hese have all been said while being intimate)

dressless Marfa, texas
By Anonymous
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Let me see them titties bounce
Good girl
I thought I saw you in a porno…
I wanna make you cum
Call me daddy
Are you ready?
Hold on I have to pee
I miss Lindsay
Wanna fuck on the loor?
Shhhh….Take this pillow
I’m coming, I’m coming, I’m coming. I’m coming
Are you okay?
Can we role play? I’ll be the student, you be the teacher
— ready Ms. Williams?

Are you sure you’re wet? Get the lube
Is it better than with mike?
No, I want to watch you do it
Ride me like a pirate
Oh, fuck yeah!
I wish you were Andrea
You’re not just doing this to get back at Matt, are
you?
Bite my nipples
Come on, I promise you’ll like it
Wait, I want to listen to some Chris Brown, yeah…
Dueces.
What’s your fantasy?
I hope that was as good for you as it was for me
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Titties and Beer
By Collin Veenstra

We lash boob just to catch one another
in the game—public places, pubic
spaces wax ridiculously intertwined
as we laugh at the scofs, rage at
the hollers of the normal people.
hese places have meaning to them—
the normal people. hese spaces have
Vulgarity and Eve sewn shut inside of them,
and we poke them and air them out like wounds—
healing ourselves each patch of skin this
world has told us to hate and hide.
letting our bodies possess us rather than feign the
delusion that we could ever own them.
here’s no sex in a circumference of lesh,
no lurking Lilith in our jungles of fur,

Sex in our minds, Sex in our eyes,
but skin dips into ozone with no preconception
of a night’s undertakings.
So we gravitate toward hanging loosely,
throw the noose of past witches of our backs
as we conspire to desecrate the world—
Flashes Breeding Succubi Socrateasing
the Masculinity out of Lineage, Decking
Femininity out the Nines.
Low skirts anchor our pelvic bones,
we swim through fabrics like witches,
gnashing our teeth like ishes,
healing ourselves each patch of skin this
world has told us to hate and hide.

First Date/how do they hate love?
By Anonymous

Somehow, a shaky-voiced “you”, “me”, and “drinks” got me a date with the barista.
What not to do on a First date, 4 signs he’s into You, love lessons From Chick Flicks
I changed shirts four times in search of one that looked good without trying.
Makeup! look thin! accentuate your curves! 5 tips to bring out that natural, healthy glow—
he twenty-minute walk gave me enough time to get nervous.
You must never go out at night by yourself—it’s just not safe for a woman.
She was chatting with the bartender when I walked in.
always be polite, smile, and answer his questions in a kindly manner.
Small talk ensued, with a stout and “something seasonal on tap, I guess”
so, you’re footing the bill? i see who the man is here…
he bartender asked if I wanted a sausage.
nobody “comes out” just once.
We talked about Good Music and Places to Visit.
homosexuality is illegal in 76 countries.
She told me she thought dinosaurs might still live in the Congo.
homosexuality is wrong because it’s unnatural. dinosaurs never existed either.
We walked the streets of Tacoma, hand in hand.
gay marriage is illegal in 43 states…lay low.
We passed Christmas lights and she told me the houses with blue lights were Jewish.
rabbi greenberg? he’s not a real pastor; he’s gay.
We talked about the time she dropped out of college and the times when I thought about it.
College is a stressful time, and i don’t want you to be weighed down by this too, okay?
We stepped on every sidewalk crack all the way back to my house.
he gays are ruining the foundation of america.
We stood close on my porch
Fags!
And kissed until the next car drove by.

tits (low ire clay with glaze)
By Annie Ryan
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Sainted Window
By R.H. Walker

“We can die by it, if not live by love,
And if unit for tombs and hearse
Our legend be, it will be it for verse”
—John Donne, “he Canonization”
Vulnerable as lame from a paper match,
one struck ater a pile torn trying
to ignite, we halt, and breathe
in each other’s ears.
We are driven to this. Have been since
friction started when, instinctively, I never
pursued happiness—I sought perfection and so
I have been away. We are vines, entwined
at the bottom, diverged and following mullions
apart, but set to meet again at window’s keystone.
Tender as teenagers again,
we ind space to touch in ethereal squares
of moonlight admitted by window glass, and
the sheets rustle as regret
sublimates of of our bodies,
making the air moist and close.
We go way back. Each kiss echoes
in the empty cathedral of time, where, built
in sonnets, Donne’s rooms hold ashes of
lovers martyred and an altar built of
amour fou. I am a young man. We have not had
long to wander the gardens of adulthood.
A grateful silence has
swept a delicate lace across
the bed and her legs and mine
are transoms entwined, heads lean against each
other, a Romanesque symmetry—
a devout, angelic constellation traced in
beads of sweat. We have forgotten
the future. he past is not looming
before us.
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got hair don’t Care
By Tosia Klincewicz

dick Valentine
By Anonymous
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Morning Woods

31 Bingle
By Geof Nielsen, Harry Hamlin (with Frank), Mark Portman, Max Honch, & Andrew

his Body
By Roman Christiaens

T

his my body, imperfect body, white upright body, a status marker of the mainstream gay politic
with a mind too queer, too kinky for its own good and a frame that doesn’t quite match military
standards.

his my body. Sot, laccid, yearning for something irm to hold onto and yearning for a taut exterior.
Instead, it’s a mass of disorganized lesh, thrown together like a makeshit quilt. A scarlet letter in my
own circles because it doesn’t quite it in yet. A bulky carapace that I just want to shed and then ly
away in something less heavy
My body is an indistinguishable map with some of the landscape illed in and the rest of it blank, and
this my body map.
Points
Points of my collarbone, jutting out like an Adonis, the model to which everything is measured
against and to which I am measured against. he points of my collarbone form a brief illusion of a it
muscular body until my stomach gives me away.
Points…my ingertips, jagged curves of these bitten nails show a lifetime of anxiety, a lifetime of
being an interloper—between ine straight nails and crooked nail-beds, between this life and theirs
—and a lifetime of oral ixation.
Points…my toes, large Hobbit-like toes connected to a basketball players-sized foot. A weird source
of pride—prizewinning feet—feet that marked the irst departure of diference from my peers. Feet
that made it easier to run, to escape. It’s too bad they make it so hard to buy heels in.

his my body map…scars
Scars…a crooked crack runs along the vase-shaped portion of my right middle inger. A seagull’s silhouette
or maybe a jigsaw piece, and an excess of skin right above it. He told me to keep still. My hand hovering over
a tiny tree branch as he lited the axe upright. It’s bigger than his own head, and then he let go. We were too
young to be playing that game—that adult game—but thank god for the resilience of youth.
Scars…I turned back to the pool and crept towards the sea-foam colored edge. Me in my bright orange swimsuit and a whimsical notion that I could conquer anything until I jumped. I jumped and reality hit me with a
thud. My chin split open and the water turned red.
Scars…he told me that no one else would love me as much as him. hat no one else could understand me or
know me as much as him. And all of that loss piled on to me—unbearable in its weight. hat night, I sat in the
bathroom and with three quick swipes, marked a painful memento of our fucked-up relationship. he lines on
my inner thigh have faded by now but not my memory. Scars are stories, and mine are etched in skin.
his my body map, from the tiny tree scratches to the stretched out mountain lines, from the hand scribbled
legend to the axis of cardinal directions. he traveled and the uncharted. Every little angle and line, orientation, edge, point, position. Every rip and tear and scratch and bruise, and every feeling.
his my body map. Imperfect, Incomprehensible. Mine.

his my body map…lines
Lines…the stitched-up tendrils stretch from my hip bones to the edges of my sides. hey betray my
thinner frame. Remind me of days illed with rocks and slurs and avoidance and isolation. Remind
me that I will always be the perennial fat kid, the fat kid with stretch marks.
Lines…bubbled up lines. Pockets of god-knows-what run their length along my right inner thigh.
Gits from my father and his genetic “bad knees.” hey serve as portents of the future, indications of
old age, of an infallible body. he indestructability of youth fades away with a single step
Lines…the curve of my hair. A boy band pop singer curve. Always from let to right, let to right.
Where I’m most comfortable. Where I don’t question or stand out too much, because sometimes, I
just want to disappear.
his my body map…shapes
Shapes…right hand dug into the grass, crouched on my knees, and eyes looking forward, a stance
ingrained in my mind since elementary. I am the paragon of my father’s masculine expectations. I recede back for half an inch before lunging forward towards the person on the other side of the line; a
mechanized motion that I knew all too well. And I have to wonder who I was doing it all for anyway.
Shapes…my back arched, on my knees, and face pressed desperately into the couch cushion. Wanting him to enter me. Wanting with glazed eyes and glazed mind. Wanting because by now I shouldn’t
still be a virgin. Wanting because of others’ expectations and not my own, and when I look back, that
night is still a blur.
Shapes…brush it away with a ine tooth comb, I saw parts of myself new to me. My legs propped up
against the side skirting of my bathtub, facing a loor-length mirror. Neck craned. Hands surveying.
Two lines of unkempt hair and a circle of pink/red/blue. Is this what they see when they fuck me?
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he other Me
By Zack Peralta
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Trigger Warning: Rape

Chaos

His p enet rat ing blue e yes
And st range, e er ie l aug h
Are i mpr inte d in my m ind.
I was rap e d.
My lips,
My ne ck,
My chest,
My f ingers,
My stoma ch,
My t hig hs,
Were a l l t ainte d.
My b o dy was broken,
And I wante d not hing to do w it h it.

September 30
Sadie A. Boyers

untitled
]

untitled
By Kaari Selven
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Brushire

By Madeline Ranstrom

hat august brushire reminds me of you.
A blur that crawled along the hemline of hills,
you ripped down valleys and ravaged
the quiet space
between land and sky
like the world
between covers and sheets.
You lit everything up.
Smothering and sufocating me,
warping my trunk and making limbs curl,
like my curling toes,
as we barreled toward combustion.
You were an ember that trembled
within a log until
you became its pulse,
then quietly made it split,
sending splinters everywhere.
I was the earth, I was the cedar, I was your tinder.
I walk the charred hills now
and smell of the inside of your mouth
on the blistered land.
I remember the way
we sparked and spit during days
and burned and beat through nights.
Everything is hollow here.
I can’t get the ash of my hands.

he First dick i ever Painted
By Hattie Lindsley
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Trigger Warning: Rape

Survival of the Fittest
By Vanessa Corinna Juteau

In the words of Destiny’s Child,
Today, Imma SURVIVOR
NOT a Victim
So Don’t You DARE
Stop and Stare
at ME and Preach
Your Insecurities, Your Opinions, and Judgments
on the Actions of OTHERS
TOTALLY Unwilling to LISTEN
When I DEMANDED:
NO! STOP! NO! NO! NO!
OUCH! NO! NO! OWW!
NOOOOOOO! OW! NO! STOP!
OW! NO! STOP-- OW! IT!
OW! OUCH! OUCH!
NO! NO! NOOOO!
STOOOOOOP! HELP! NO! NO! NO! NO!!!!
hat Night and NOW
When HE DID NOT STOP!
Caused ME to STOP! and Relect
on WHO I AM and YEARN to Become
NOT a Monster or a Piece of Scum
like HIM! or YOU!
It must just be some Silly Game YOU Play
it’s Working ‘cause YOU ARE SHINING
with INSECURITIES IN YOUR WHINING
I Am Solemnly Swearing To THIS Vow:
YOU ARE FINALLY OUT OF MY HAIR!
Forever! Never. Again. here.
I May Forgive, but I WILL NEVER FORGET
BOTH of YOUR ACTIONS and Adverse Reactions
on Who I Was and How I Perceived he World Around
Me!
Wisened and Riled BY THIS, yet NOT Spited
Because of THIS
R
A
P
E
Who Have I Become?
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A STRONGER, MORE CAUTIOUS, RESPONSIBLE
I-N-D-E-P-E-N-D-E-N-T Young Woman!!
He Took Control hat Night
but had to LET GO When SHE SAVED MY LIFE!
You have Some Nerve to Pick A Fight
with a PASSIONATE SURVIVOR for “Getting Too
Much Support”
when ANYONE would Need It MOST
You Are No Longer, and OBVIOUSLY Never Truly Were
ANY Friend Of Mine!
True Friends Get By TOGETHER
Perhaps, Get High TOGETHER
But, NOT Us! WE ARE DONE!
But, Have Fun and PLEASE, REFLECT on HOW
YOU Are Chasing Everyone Who ever Cares Away
‘cause When YOU ARE ALONE
It’ll FEEL that way! LONELY!
YOU and HIM and Jesus better BACK OFF
‘cause I’m Ready to Take Back he Wheel of MY LIFE!
MY Faith in You and Humanity
Was SHATTERED
So, as I WORK MY ASS OFF to BUILD IT BACK,
I will have NO ONE pushin’ me
Down the Ladder of Success and Progress
AFTER MERELY 57 DAYS
NEW Years Eve 2012
hat Night My World Came Crumbling Down
But, Ater a BRIEF Technical Delay,
THIS GIRRRL
is BACK MOTHER FUCKERS
INTRODUCING:
THE NEW AND IMPROVED...
ME!
Who YOU Gon’ Be?!

In between my legs
By Nadav

If I could unstrap your bra, i would do that.
And then I would kiss you
In between your breasts
With moist lips
And stare in amazement at your perfectly symmetrical
Nipples
Which have inspired my blood low to localize
In between my legs.
I hope I’m not blushing as I tend to do when I am kissing a woman
In between her breasts.
You are smiling now which I was told is a good sign.
And your smile has moved me to move my lips from
Chest to breast,
Where it is sot and inspires the muscle
In between my legs
To twitch.
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Pie and Lace
By Phoebe Smith

I
How Paranoids Do It
By Hannah Fattor

Paranoids do it with all the doors closed and locked,
the lights of but easily reached (incaseofemergency)
no music, you can’t hear them coming over Peter Gabriel,
you have to undress completely and let me check you for herpes sores or probe marks,
i want to see your hands or at least feel them at all times,
you didn’t bring a gun did you
you aren’t undercover, trying to ind out what I know (idontknowanythingisweariswear)
i want you to keep the noises down, you never know who might be listening,
maybe we should turn on some music, short out their listening devices,
piss them of a little bit,
did you hear that? stop wait can you hear them coming
i hear them shush get of put your clothes on and check
you sure?
okay then you can come back
oh
would you mind wearing this tinfoil hat to delect their mind control rays
where are you going
i thought you said you loved me
it was all a ruse wasn’t it
i knew all along.
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kocked on the door and without waiting for an answer,
kicked it open with my black stilettos and entered. Only
wearing a lacey apron and my shoes, I had a freshly baked
blackberry pie in one hand and a picnic blanket in the other.
He was waiting for me with ravenous eyes and a trembling
body. He came towards me but I moved faster than him,
grabbing one of his ass cheeks and digging my nails in hard.
I lowered him to his knees on the hardwood loor and told
him to strip. I ran a painted nail down the smooth skin of
his spine, feeling a shiver emanate from him and transfer to
me. As I shited my body to kneel I could feel a slippery wetness move down my leg—but I wasn’t ready for that kind of
pleasure yet. I pushed his torso down so he was on his hands
and knees, lat like a tabletop. I spread the small checkered
cloth over his back, and I couldn’t stop myself from reaching
between his legs to feel his cock. It was rock hard and pulsing
under my tight grip, and I felt another shiver of excitement
run through my body. I had the impulse to straddle him immediately, but I restrained—as did he, understanding his
place. his night was made to savor pleasure, increase and
heighten the physical sensations that are an incredible part
of being human.
I lited the warm pie from its pan and placed it on the
cloth. With a knife, I cut a thick slice. Slowly, I lited the piece
to my mouth and licked up the warm illing that was spilling
out of the sides. I took my time to enjoy every lush lavor; the
crust was sot and buttery and melted in my mouth, and the
berries were a perfect mixture of sugary sweet and shockingly tart. I bit into a large blackberry and moaned tenderly
as its saccharine juicy goodness exploded under my teeth.
hick illing was dripping down my lip; I ran my tongue
around the outside of my mouth to collect every last bit. I
closed my eyes sotly as I savored the incredible pleasure of
the perfect pie. I almost forgot about my male counterpart
until a sot rumble escaped from his chest to his lips and his
thigh muscles rippled and tightened.
I suddenly was primal and raw, ready to attack my
dangerous prey. I pushed my hand into the pie, crumbling
the crust and getting a handful of sticky dark berries. He
grabbed my other arm, rolling over onto his back and pulling
me with him and I laughed as I forcefully smeared the wet
mess in my hand all over his chest. I licked up some of the
remains, sucking on his sweetly coated nipple. He tugged on
the strings holding together my lacey getup and as the tight
fabric came apart my breasts came spilling out. He gasped in
longing, grabbing at my chest; I reacted automatically and
slipped my body back on his and he was inside of me. I was

beyond thought as I latched my legs under his arched back
and rolled him on top of me, all I knew is that I wanted to
feel his power as he fucked me. My legs were kicked up
into the air over his shoulders and dark, thick liquid and
round berries squished and oozed from between our wildly thrusting bodies. Our roles had changed as I became
submissive to his rock hard will and let pleasure roll over
my body in waves. I clenched my legs hard and let myself
free to call out a loud moan as I came irst. He followed suit
only seconds later, mixing his own luid with the mess on
my belly.
he encounter was short but not at all complete;
it was his turn to feast. I was still breathing heavily on the
hard ground with my back arched and legs spread, so I
only half saw him pop a juicy berry in his mouth and burst
it with his lips. he viscous juice dripped down on to my
soaking pussy, still lushed and swollen from orgasm. His
hands reached up to follow my curves all the way down
to my ass, giving it a tight squeeze and a little smack. He
lowered his head down to my favorite spot and started
gently rolling my inner lips and clit around with the tip of
his tongue. Ater some time of this my mind went numb
and I could no longer process what was happening to me.
I pulled his face deeply into my crotch and thrashed my
legs around, begging for him to push me over the edge. My
breathing was deep and fast, speeding up even further as I
felt it approaching. His tongue licked fast against my clit
and the indescribable warmth of a slow mounting orgasm
began to radiate through my body, so I clenched my thighs
tight together and ohhhhhmygod I was practically sufocating him but he kept going fast as a slow lood poured
out of me… I cried out as sparks lashed under my tightly
shut eyes and I was in a diferent world where time had no
meaning and I had no control over the sounds rolling of
my tongue.
I regained a sense of consciousness as I began to
slowly come down from the high. My legs twitched as his
warm and now sopping wet mouth continued to suck
me, and I had to push him away. I lay and let the ripples
roll through my spine, my panting growing lesser as time
passed. He lay down next to me with his eyes bright from
the excitement, his body lushed and shaking from all of
his hard work. I gratefully kissed his swollen mouth, tasting myself there on his lips. I sighed into him and collapsed
onto his chest.
And we lay there, completely content to be wallowing in a
messy pool of our combined gluttony and lust.
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What is Yes?

Trigger Warning: Rape

By Anonymous

I

have a theory about growing up. Some say that growing up is when a child learns that they can be right and
they can be wrong. Wrong explains growing up in
part, but I also think it comes with the realization that we
are no longer bulletproof. My grandpa always says, “You
kids never wearing seat belts. You think nothing will happen to you. You can’t die. You think you are bulletproof.”
He is right. We know of course that we can die, but all in
theory. Death, pain, and fear are something that happens
to others and their loved ones, not us. We do feel bulletproof. We lex our young muscles and breathe in exhilarated. hat tree doesn’t look so high, sure I can, you just
double dog dare me, yeah when you hit that bump at 70
you can deinitely catch air. You breathe in empowerment,
breathless freedom, and a ruthless sense of I’m gonna do
whatever the fuck I want to. Being bulletproof, it is a wonderful thing.
Looking back I grew up in a series of three events.
hree…isn’t that always the way it is? Holy trinity, beginning then the middle and the end, three wishes, three tests,
always three and this was the irst. To make it more cliché
it was New Years Eve, such an awful night. Why do we
feel the need to celebrate we are alive on only one day?
And it is always an utter failure. It was a hazy: full of slurring voices and smoke. I was dating my irst boyfriend
and through the haze I remember feeling conident and

urban sexploration
By Ben Greene
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trusting, just sitting next to him on the couch.
I said no, but the questions kept coming. It felt
wrong, all of it. he blaring luorescent lights on my bare
shoulders. God we were in a bathroom for fucks sake.
his is not going to be it. NO. But the questions kept coming, “sotened” by a sweet plea. I began to feel guilty. Okay
why not? he rest could come later… would come later.
Yes, all right. Just those damn luorescent lights and then
the mirror, staring into my pale face and blurred eyes. Shit
is that carpet, who carpets their bathroom loor? Ouch,
okay this is not happening. Stop… Now.
he most eye opening part is I knew, in fact I was
positive, I would be someone who stood up for what I
wanted. I grew up with a mother determined that I would
not follow the women of our family. She was determined to
give me a sense of self, to save me from the fate of our family, “full of strong women who make stupid choices about
awful men”. Adultery, other families, abused, shamed by
the rape of their fathers, uncles, and sister’s husbands. “My
mother called me a bum magnet. here was a bum in a
ity mile radius, I was completely attracted to him”. I was
going places and damn if any boy was getting in my way,
but it is harder in the moment. You wish to trust someone,
but no is no. We aren’t bulletproof, those things happen to
us too. Lesson one: this is Me and these are my terms. I
refuse to let you slow me down, step aside. Now.

untitled
By Jane Cornell
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Sticks & Stones
By Polly Membrino

She loved to play in the woods,
To climb trees,
Shout words starting with the same letter
At nobody in particular.
To kick pinecones
And touch the sticky sap
hat dripped and oozed between lakey
bark.
She would watch the deer for hours,
Smell the pine needles covering the ground,
Get so close to baby geese, the mother
would hiss.
On the playground she was Tomboy,
hen Mister when her mom
Cut her hair just a little too short.
Well, if you’re coming to my party, you must
bring a Barbie to dress.
Years later on the ice at a hockey game
Against their rivals, the Panthers,
“DYKE” echoed of the walls of the rink,
Chasing her to the locker room even, if they
shouted
At nobody in particular.
When people yelled
At things they neither recognized,
Nor cared to question or understand,
She shrugged her shoulders at the sky,
Kicked a pinecone,
And returned to the woods.
here, she hopped from
Rock to rock
Across the stream,
Grinned when the cold water
soaked the cufs of her jeans,
And they would stay damp until dinnertime.

zebra Butts
Opposite: girafe
By Jennie Noreen
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An Open Letter to Kanye West From His Mother
By Anonymous

Dear Kanye,

I know we haven’t talked for a while, but I care
about you more than anything. You’ve grown so much
over the years. As you say, “i’m so proud of you/i wanna scream so loud for you.” But, in spite of everything,
we need to talk about you and what you create.
In “Hey Mama,” you say, “Maya angelou, nicky
giovanni turn one page and there’s my mommy.” But
what about the other women you’re obsessed with?
What do you expect from them? When do they get
your respect or anyone else’s?
he way you present them, women only exist for your
convenience and enjoyment. In “Breathe in Breathe
Out,” Ludacris’ leads the cry: “girls go wild, pull your
d’s out/Breathe in Breathe out/let them hoes ight, pull
her weave out.” Not only is that a complete objectiication but a culture that encourages those women to
harm each other for approval. Do you see the power
and damage in that? In “Breathe In, Breathe Out,” you
didn’t. “always said if i rapped i’d say somethin’ signiicant/But now i’m rappin’ ‘bout money, hoes, and rims
again.” hat was 2004. In “Power,” six years later, you
were beginning to understand your inluence: “reality
is catching up with me, taking my inner child i’m ighting for custody/With these responsibilities that they entrust in me.” But what were your responsibilities back
then? You were and are an entertainer, but you do not
have to entertain that way. You are famous and loved,
and you have to face your power.
What else is there beyond these ridiculous
ideals? Your depictions of relationships are not meaningful exchanges, but punishments and forewarning.
“Runaway” says it explicitly, “see, i could have me a
good girl/and still be addicted to them hood rats /and
i just blame everything on you/at least you know that’s
what i’m good at.” Although you admit fault, you take
no real responsibility. here is no personal development. Instead you internalize inidelity as out of your
control while simultaneously reducing your partner
to the status of these “hood rats,” ultimately unworthy of your respect. While “Runaway” supports My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy as a stated relection
of fame and excess, one of your most famous songs,
“Gold Digger,” accomplishes a similar end. Essential46

ly, it reduces parenthood to exploitation for money.
You tell all of your fans, “18 years, 18 years/she got one
of your kids got you for 18 years and if you ain’t no punk
holla we want pre-nup, we want pre-nup!”
Although many of the songs mentioned above
concern your depiction of women, many of your songs
involve you and your role as a man, Kanye. In “Hey
Mama,” you promise that, “when i’m older, you ain’t
gotta work no more/and i’m gonna get you that mansion that we couldn’t aford.” Growing up in poverty is
central to many of your songs, this one in particular.
Many others refer to your current wealth and status.
However, in “New Day,” from Watch the hrone, you
address how you would teach your own son. You say,
“i’ll never let him have an ego or get caught up with the
groupies in the whirlwind. rather, i just want him to
have an easy life, not like Yeezy life/Just want him to be
someone people like/don’t want ‘im to be hated, all the
time judged.” hose are the things you would want for
your own son Kanye, but is that the message you send
in your lyrics? Would a young man listening to your
songs learn those things? Could they if they tried?
As an artist, these songs are constructions of
your own making. Only you can choose who and what
are represented, positive and negative. However, the
efects of your actions have ramiications reaching far
beyond yourself. I don’t think you’re a monster Kanye,
but it’s critical that you consciously evaluate your depiction of women - and that means all women, including your mother. You said it yourself: “i appreciate
what you allowed for me/i just want you to be proud of
me.”
Love,
Your Mother

*All text in italics are Kanye West lyrics from the
songs “Hey Mama,” “Breathe In, Breathe Out,” “Power,” “Gold Digger,” and “New Day.”

rootop
By Olivia Green
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he Closet
By Polly Membrino

Sometimes I laugh
When I think of
he Closet.
Millions of people hiding,
Milling about,
Making small talk,
Avoiding the (rainbow) elephant in the room,
Or, maybe, waiting in a long, long, long line.
As if there’s a nervous gathering going on,
he music is a little old and the soda is lat,
And people seem to leave just when you start getting to know them,
But for the most part, nobody seems to mind.
Nobody is quite ready
To make the irst move,
Not yet.
But everyone
Is waiting.
Waiting for an eighteenth birthday
Waiting for inancial stability
Waiting for a girlfriend or boyfriend’s conident hand
Waiting for Dad to ind the porn
Waiting for a new job ofer
Waiting for Grandma to pass away
Waiting for the bully to graduate
Waiting for God to look away for just a second.
Occasionally, one of the celebrities will run up to the door,
Almost knocking over that woman from work with the glasses,
As he grabs the handle and lings the door wide open,
HERE I AM! Yes, the rumors were true.
Where’s my magazine cover?
Several hundred people crack the door open just a bit,
And poke their heads out,
And cross the threshold,
One foot at a time, slowly,
You know, just to test the waters,
Just to see what it’s like.
Back in he Closet
here’s a buzz of excitement.
hey’re alright?
hey made it okay?
Good.
May I have another slice of pie?

tits n Pits 2
By A Naughty Mouse
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SELECTIONS FROM THE GENDER STUDIES
RESEARCH SEMINAR

W

etlands Magazine is the product of
students at the University of Puget Sound
in partnership with the University’s Gender
Studies Department. his interdisciplinary program draws upon a rich array of
intellectual traditions, including feminist,
queer, race, and post-colonialist theories to
illuminate the ways in which gender and
multiple other converging axes of identity
frame every aspect of our lives. Unfortunately the Gender Studies Department can
only ofer a minor, though it is the only
minor to require a thesis. his spring Associate Professor Alison Tracy Hale coached a
class of six in the creation of their capstone
projects. Each of the students involved in
the class provided Wetlands with a short
abstract describing their semester-long
projects. We are proud to publish the following pieces as examples of the range of
research opportunities the Gender Studies
Department fosters for its students.
For more information on the Gender Studies Department please visit the University
of Puget Sound’s website.
Gender Studies Presentations will be from
6:30-7:30 on April 30th in Murray Boardroom. We encourage you to attend with
questions!

Waterlust
By Cleo Maul

he hedonistic imperative
By Jackson Baars, Conrad Wharton, Johnston Hill
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You Call his Representation?
: A Study of Women in American Foreign
Policy
By xandra Scott

I

n my thesis, I posit that since the American foreign
policy establishment is populated mostly by white
men (who are also the most powerful and entitled
people in our society), our foreign policy tends to relect
their interests and their concepts of power. Aside from
the women in obvious
positions, like Hillary
Clinton, women are
largely absent from
the debate on foreign
policy in our country.
Women are usually
expected/encouraged
to go into the ‘female’
branches of U.S. foreign policy, such as
the U.S. Agency for
International Development. Female security
experts are still a rarity. While it’s true that
women are restricted
from the top positions
in foreign policy for
the usual reasons (such
as the glass ceiling), I
want to look deeper
for this investigation.
I want to create a critique of male dominance in foreign policy
that rejects essentialist
arguments claiming women are naturally cooperative
and peaceful. I do not claim that having more women
involved in our foreign policy decisions will necessarily have any efect on the course our policy will take.
In fact, studies have shown that states that have more
women in the foreign policy establishment tend to use
violence more oten than states with male-dominated
foreign policy establishments. Over time, American
foreign policy may become less aggressive, but that may
or may not be causally related to female involvement in
foreign policy. Instead, as Madeleine Albright noticed,
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having women at the negotiating table will change the
conversation, not necessarily towards paciism, but towards the inclusion of a whole spectrum of interests and
factors that are oten overlooked in discussions of global
security and foreign policy.
I do not take issue with the power-centric orientation of our foreign policy but rather with the fact that
the qualities and traits necessary to succeed in foreign
policy and security are universally understood as masculine; that narrow focus distorts our understanding of
foreign policy. Violence and other so-called “masculine” activities can be performed equally well by men
and women, which is
demonstrated by the
women who have been
successful in foreign
policy. Our assumption that violence is
inherently masculine
excludes women from
the foreign policy debate by undermining
their credibility in an
area where the use of
violence is oten necessary.
At this point, it
seems pertinent to state
that this study will not
attempt to overthrow
the international relations establishment by
discrediting its theories, nor will it toe a
standard feminist line.
Instead, this study will
Check Me out
By Emma hier deal almost exclusively
with the practical implications of social beliefs about violence and how our current social system
excludes half of our population from a crucial debate.
Women deserve to be heard in foreign policy as a matter
of democratic right, and women are being excluded as a
result of the ways we understand our policy community.
Being present in a debate means being heard, and women are not present; therefore they are not being heard.
his exclusion of opinions in foreign policy is a failure
of our pluralistic democratic process. hus, my study is
not simply about women in foreign policy, it points out
a law in our democratic legitimacy as a nation.

Getting A Grip:
Understanding Male Ejaculatory Practices in
Popular Media as Physical Manifestations of
21st Century Male Anxiety
By Ruby Aliment

M

y interest in cum shots has always been scientiic. I promise. During my sophomore year, my
best friends were obsessed with Tucker Max’s
best-selling memoir i hope hey serve Beer in hell, the
book held responsible for the fratire genre in both ilm and
print. One story in the book always stuck out for me, as
it appealed to my curiosity about ejaculation. Titled “he
Blowjob Follies,” Max chronicles all of his worst blowjob
experiences. he stand-out in this series is subtitled “Miss
Chokesondick,” and readers can imagine what happens.
“I had not cum for about three days before this
encounter,” Max writes, “and thus I had a Peter North sized
8-roper waiting for her. his did not sit well with Betty, especially because she was not expecting it.”
An 8-roper involves the exchange of a huge load
of semen into the mouth or body of a woman. Each shot of
semen equals one rope (are you getting the visual?). Peter
North is the porn star credited with shooting the largest
amount of semen during a single orgasm.
Ater inishing, Max realises that Betty is choking:
“Not coughing or a slight choke the bitch was turning red

and dying right in front of me...I was unsure what to do;
I’d never seen a girl choke on dick before. I thought it only
happened in rap songs.”
Same here! Max ends up breaking her rib trying
to perform the Heimlich maneuver, though later inds out
that she was not choking but sufocating from the amount
of semen lodged in her nose. Ater reading this book, I
was hooked: What is going on with these stories? Why are
they so popular? What is it about cum shots?!
Convinced that Tucker Max was a big liar, I continued to believe this type of behavior existed only in the
mythical world of bro-land, where men share fantastical
stories that would never actually happen. In an interview
with he new York times, Max’s editor, Jeremie RubyStrauss, described the appeal and popularity of Tucker
Max and the fratire genre as reactionary.
He said, “I think all of these books are about men
searching for a model other than what they’re being told to
do, something rebellious, less cautious and less concerned
with external approval.”
So, even if these narratives are not being physically
performed, their existence is still playing a role in the development and performance of young American masculinity. Now I had my problem area: how is masculinity being manifested and performed in contemporary America
by young men?
hen my best friend started sending me links to
amateur porn sites, because it is hilarious when women

Blocked
By Abbie Baldwin
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watch porn or something... but remember, I’m a scientist.
I quickly noted the pervasiveness of cum shots on these
sites, and then I was hooked. I started asking around about
people’s experiences with cum shots and other sexual narratives like “he Rodeo,” and found that they’re not just
myths. hey are real life.
One fraternity member told me, “Yeah, cum shots
are derogatory, but you gotta do ‘em to assert your dominance.” You gotta do ‘em. So I traced their appeal back to
the source: pornography.
I began by analyzing the content of the top 20
viewed amateur videos on the site RedTube.com, the selfdescribed home of free Internet porn. Videos ranged in
length from 00.19 to 28.27 minutes and the view count
ranged from just under 6 million views to over 11 million
views. I simpliied my sample by selecting the top videos
from the “cum shot” channel.
Cum shots in pornography, both professional
and amateur, are not of fringe popularity; they are central
themes, making these videos of primary importance to
an understanding of trends in pornography, heterosexual
male masturbatory material, and inspiration for actual
sexual encounters.
Previous comprehensive content analysis of pornography has found that 96% of heterosexual pornographic scenes concluded with the male ejaculating onto the
body of the female, and 62% of the scenes featuring external ejaculation are facials. Because my sample focuses intentionally on cum shots, all of the videos concluded with
the male participant ejaculating on to the body, face, or
mouth of the female, but in some cases these videos were
simply mash-ups of diferent cum shots. Like in Tucker
Max’s stories, the women receiving these cum shots are
oten referred to as “dirty sluts,” “bitches,” “nasty whores,”
“dirty cumbuckets,” or any combination of those words.
he compilation videos, in particular, frequently
made use of an artiicial penis illed with synthetic semen
in order to maximize the amount of semen released onto
the female participant (not every man can produce an
8-roper, and that’s OK). Viewers’ reactions, coded through
the comments section, oten criticized the use of the fake
penis, though always found the videos to be “hot” or “sexy”
despite the fact that no penises were actually involved in
the production of the semen, nor did anyone reach climax
in the making of the video. he sexual pleasure associated
with viewing the video, however, is a much diferent story.
he combination of view counts, ratings, and applauding
comments directed at these videos suggests that plenty of
people enjoyed what they saw.
In videos featuring authentic semen and sincere
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male orgasms, the camera is still focused on the exchange
of semen onto the face, mouth, or body of the female participant. here is no question that there is something going
on with heterosexual seminal exchange and a new found
fascination with semen itself. he question is how much
does it matter that new models of masculinity normalize
this type of behavior? he popularity of these videos, along
with Tucker Max-style “literature,” and the prevalence of
ejaculatory imagery in popular culture suggests that these
behaviors and attitudes towards women and heterosexual
partnered intercourse are quickly becoming mainstream.
My work proposes that since the Civil Rights Era
there has been a broad-based cultural backlash against
women and people of color, as their advancement has
been taken to come at the expense of white heterosexual
men. I will argue that the shiting labor and sociocultural
landscape of the United States has succeeded in eroding
privileged patriarchal enfranchisement and disrupting traditional male roles, causing an increased anxiety among
young men. In looking at pornography as an important
cultural text, I will argue that the presentation of derogatory behaviours towards women - whether performed on
camera in amateur pornography or more cautiously shared
among friends through exaggerated sexual narratives - is
becoming more ubiquitous within popular culture as hegemonic models of white masculinity hold on to their power
and privilege. he cum shot, then, becomes much more
than a funny gesture to symbolize dominance or a diferent
way to end a sexual encounter; it is communicative of, well,
readers will have to attend my presentation or replicate my
sample to ind out.

I Now Declare You Barely Human:
How the Institution of Marriage Continues to
Impede Women’s Rights in Contemporary America
By Anya Callahan

R

elationships… expectations… Sigh. heoretically, you grow a liking for someone and your
connection deepens. If lucky, you fall in love.
For those loves that can withstand time and diferences,
there comes an implicit expectation: marriage. But what
does marriage mean? Why is it assumed to be an integral part of human life? I wish to explore the connection between heterosexual marriage and women’s rights
in contemporary America. I seek to understand the
roots that have lead our society to the modern sociopolitical convolution of the “traditional family” and mar-

riage laws. hrough a comprehensive understanding of
women’s rights through the all-important relationship
of marriage, I attempt to understand whether this tradition, rooted in patriarchy, has a place in a utopian feminist world.
2008 statistics report that an estimated 40% of
marriages end in divorce, and that number is increasing. So why does our society continue to take part in
such a potentially oppressive, chauvinistically rooted
institution?
I promise I’m not the cold-hearted angry feminist bitch you may have written me of as. I get it—companionship, love, those little butterlies that tickle your
tummy—yes, I have been there too. But why is it necessary to put a label on human emotions? I concur, it is
lovely to have a shoulder to lean on, and a nice toned
back isn’t so bad either, but dependence weakens the
very beauty of existence.
A desire for security, “Until death do us part,”
comes from insecurity and uncertainty of individual
abilities. Why must we make this binding promise to
someone to show our feelings? Adultery would be no
threat if individuals were sure their relationships were
truly rewarding and not simply preserved by restriction of other prospects. Germaine Geer, author of he
Female eunuch, said, “A lover who comes to your bed
on his own accord is more likely to sleep with his arm
around you all night than a lover who had no where else
to sleep.”
Marriage as a source of protection for women
is a euphemism for oppression. In Jon Stuart Mill’s he
subjection of Women, he explained that women’s oppression is particularly tyrannical because of women’s
compliance and perpetual engagement in intimate relationships with men. housands of years and three waves
of feminism later, marriage lives on today concealing a
deeply patriarchal past that is oten overlooked due to
wide societal acceptance and blindness to the original
meanings behind the demeaning practices of marriage.
American law was founded on English common
law, meaning women’s property and contract rights belonged to her father before marriage and to her husband
ater. Women were legally recognized as property of
men.
While a culmination of political events transpired over the early 20th century—women’s sufrage,
airmative action, and reproductive rights, for example—it wasn’t until Reed v. Reed in 1971 that the U.S.
Supreme Court declared sex discrimination a violation
of the 14th Amendment. In Reed v. Reed, the Court

declared that an Idaho law’s unequal treatment of men
and women based on sex was a violation of the Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause. his meant that the
husband was not legally entitled to the family’s property
merely because of his sex.
While women today can basically do anything a
man can do—ight ires, ly planes, serve in the military,
and, hey, even be born biologically male—there are still
antiquated traditions mindlessly practiced across our
nation that devalue women’s autonomy and reject the
strides made in women’s rights over the past century.
I do not wish to dismiss or belittle the practice
of marriage; I only aspire to bring consciousness to this
intimate, life altering decision.
Now that I can legally own property, sign a contract, have a bank account, and buy birth control, I do
not see any legitimate reason to participate in archaic
traditions that demean my independence. I see no reason for any woman to take their husband’s last name.
We have our own names and identities that we should
take pride in. Also, why should women wait to be proposed to? We can plan our own lives and be egalitarian
in making life-changing decisions. I will certainly not
marry the man who is audacious enough to ask my father for my hand before me. Hey, it’s 2012, I can speak
for myself. If I am ever given an engagement ring, once
representing the woman as her iance’s property, then I
will have a ring to give my partner, too.
I am an autonomous being with my own aspirations and individuality that transcends my relationships. Love does not need to be deined by a legal contract - a contract that many of my friends are not legally
allowed to partake in. While I do believe in marriage
rights for everyone, as the heated debate continues over
same-sex marriage, it is vital to take an analytical look
at the history and signiicance of marriage in America
and to question if there is a place for this tradition in an
egalitarian society.

Give it to me, baby:
Female Orgasm in the 21st Century
By Megan Chambers

W

here have all the clitoral orgasms gone?
Seriously, everywhere I look, women are
cumming as a result of penetration: porn,
Hollywood movies, written erotica, visual erotica,
magazines, television shows, yada, yada, yada. Did
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nude
By Caitlin Bovard

you know that only 30% of women report regularly
achieving orgasm from penetration? Did you know
that 29% of women report NEVER achieving orgasm
through penetration? I KNOW, right? So here we are
with abstinence-only sex education, restrictive media
portrayals of women’s sexual pleasure, and a society
that is too scared of the p-word and the v-word to explain that there are many other exciting words as well!
he c-word, for instance! he clitoris!
his was not always the case, my friends. No,
there was a time in the 1960s and ‘70s when the clitoris reined queen over all discourse regarding women’s
sexual desire. Ater Masters and Johnson disproved
Freud’s wonky theories about vaginal orgasms and
their signs of sexual maturity (look that shit up, it’s
bizarre…), the clitoris was revered for the ease with
which it could help to satisfy a woman’s ‘itch’… several
times in a row if desired. And who was surprised? he
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more information that was collected, the more obvious it became that the clitoris was a truly venerable
organ.
he clitoral network (that’s right, it’s a whole
network) consists of 18 separate parts. For the sake
of space, I won’t list them here, but they can be found
(alongside a host of other invaluable information
re: how to make a woman cum) in Ian Kerner’s she
Comes First: he hinking Man’s guide to Pleasuring
a Woman, which can be attained on loan through the
UPS Library… just fyi.
Anyways, 18 parts! Ok. I didn’t know that, and
I have a clitoris. Allow me to elaborate further: the
word vagina has been used to describe the entire ‘down
there’ part of a female bodied person – one more inaccuracy that pervades Western sexual culture, as the
correct term for the entire ‘down there’ is vulva. he
vagina is the hole between the urethra and the anus

into which the penis is inserted during penile-vaginal
sexual intercourse. he vagina possesses signiicantly
fewer nerve-endings than the clitoris and, to dispel the
‘deeper’ (and thus: ‘longer’) myth, its nerve endings
are largely concentrated in the third of the vagina closest to its entrance.
Western sexual culture values penetration
above all else as ‘he Sexual Act.’ his, too, is nothing new. Highly prioritized moments in a human life
all center around penetration: losing one’s virginity,
consummating a marriage, making a baby, achieving
the cherished (yet almost assumed in modern media…) simultaneous orgasm – the sign of true mutual
love. his embedded cultural value has led women
to believe that vaginal penetration is the way that
they ‘should’ be achieving orgasm and in many cases
causes them to either deny their own pleasure in favor
of their male partner’s or to fake their own orgasm to
reassure him of his eforts. According to a study done
by the Department of Psychology at the University of
Kansas, 75% of women who had pretended orgasm
pretended because they wanted to protect their partner’s feelings.
At this point it becomes important to remember that orgasm is not necessarily self-evident in men
or women; while people oten assume that men’s ejaculation is universally accompanied by orgasm, this is
actually true only 79% of the time. Female orgasm is
not necessarily audible or visible either, nor is female
ejaculation necessarily indicative of orgasm. I know.
Porn lied to us. hose bastards…
he beauty of the whole thing is that even if
women have never had an orgasm, they are perfectly
aware of how to act as though they have. Porn, Hollywood cinema, stories from friends, etc… every
woman knows how to fake it. hey feel the need to
be able to provide ‘evidence’ of their orgasm, because,
according to what we are all taught, women’s orgasms
are infamously diicult to achieve and require a great
deal of efort to facilitate. While men’s orgasms come
quickly, easily, and, most stereotypically of all, ‘naturally,’ women must be administered to. Failure of the
male to orgasm signiies an incomplete sexual event;
failure of the female to orgasm oten boils down to a
matter of time – it took ‘too long’ or it was ‘too hard’.
But what is ‘too long’? Western sexual culture
has a tendency to view sex as a linear act: foreplay followed by penetration (as lengthy as possible) ending
in orgasm, presumably for both parties. Unfortunately, this only appears to be the case for women about

30% of the time. Men, on the other hand, report experiencing orgasm through penetration 75% of the
time. Our cultural focus on penetration has led us to
a signiicant orgasm gap between men and women in
heterosexual sexual encounters.
here are many ways to stimulate a woman to
orgasm. Penetration is one of them, but there is also
cunnilingus (oral sex on a vulva), manual stimulation
(with your inger(s) or hand), or stimulation with a
toy (dildo, vibrator, etc.). Many have experience with
personal stimulation, and, for women, personal clitoral stimulation is the most consistently efective way
to achieve orgasm. Cunnilingus is another highly effective way to stimulate a woman’s clitoris until she
orgasms.
Personally, I have never faked an orgasm. Why
encourage behavior that doesn’t get me where I want
to go? I have also never had an orgasm during vaginal penetration. I know women who have had vaginal
orgasms, but I know far more women who have had
clitoral orgasms, both as a result of their own stimulation and as a result of manual or oral stimulation. I
know even more women who are frustrated by their
desire for orgasms, combined with the expectation of
orgasm, combined with the lack of efective stimulation provided to them by their heterosexual sexual
partners. Don’t be that person. If you love to love on
ladies, do your homework, and make sure you know
what you’re looking for and where to ind it.

Re-valuing Motherhood
through New Media:
he Cultural Signiicance of
“Mommy Blogging”
By Laura Derr

S

o I’m writing a paper on “Mommy Bloggers”, a
somewhat pejorative term coined to describe any
mother who blogs about her children.
I told this to my sister the other day, a new mom
of a 4-month old, and she responded with: “Is that a
joke? I read those blogs. Which makes sense. But why
would you read those blogs?”
She has a point, but the truth is that these blogs
have a whole lot to say about the state of modern motherhood, which in turn has a lot to say about society as
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a whole. You might be surprised how many academic
sources have been written speciically about the “Mommy Blogging” phenomenon that has taken of running
in the last 5-10 years. here are thousands of blogs authored by mothers acting as editors of their own stories,
relaying what everyday life is like for them.
When I irst started thinking about this topic,
I was convinced that mothers were taking a step back
when it came to gender equality by choosing to write
about the domestic in a free space like the internet
where they could choose to write about whatever they
wanted. However, that presumption quickly changed
as I delved deeper into the blogs and started reading
through articles. I discovered that mothers engaged in
public discourse about their private domestic life is not
a sort of re-conining to the home in a negative sense
but rather a powerful act. As these women speak frankly
about the realities of motherhood, they are claiming a
space within new media for a world previously let behind closed doors. In my primary sources, I began to
ind that these mothers express far more than just the
identity of “mommy”—they have several other identities that the genre of the blog allows them to explore
while still having time for their families and without
having to sacriice their connection to the rest of the
world to do so.
My project explores the intricacies of the world
of blogging mothers and the diferent facets of the speciic genre of the blog in order to address the follow
ing questions: To what extent does the current trend of
mommy blogging allow for the redeinition of motherhood for the 21st century, breaking with previous ideals
of domesticity in which the mother had no identity but
that of the “perfect” wife and child-caregiver to create
a new identity of “mommy” which encompasses many
other sub-identities? By extension, can this act of writing through the genre of the blog be seen as powerful as
women re-deine the domestic as a space of free expression through their authorship?
In order to answer this question, I am looking
at 4-5 speciic blogs bridging the public/private spheres,
each with a distinct voice but all uniied by the common
themes found in their honesty and humor regarding the
nature of motherhood. he author of each blog has kids,
but she also has many other interests that come across
through her blog, spanning from her job to her hobbies
to her personal beliefs and topics having nothing at all
to do with raising kids or projects in the home. All of
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these women have ads on their blogs and a few of them
have sponsors. he fact that these mothers are making at
least a bit of income from their blogs is further evidence
of blogging and motherhood as powerful: these women
have the opportunity to care for their kids while managing a business from home. I am analyzing the structure
of these blogs and examining a few key passages from
each that stretch the limits of what society might traditionally view as a perfectly domestic attitude. here
is no Stepford Wives air to these blogs - these women
aren’t trying to pretend their lives are perfect.
his topic is important because in a world where
women have many more opportunities outside of the
home than in the past, motherhood is still an identity
that many hold in high esteem. he women who author
these blogs are inding a way to exist fully as political,
social and economic igures in relation to motherhood
but not conined by it. hey are embracing the social
media of the new millennium without losing their personal values. In providing a space for the expression of
the realities of motherhood and marriage, as well as an
outlet for women to explore personal interests and the
creative among the domestic, the genre of the blog allows for a new sense of power to be discovered in motherhood. hrough the blogosphere, mothers can exist
both at home with their children and partner as well as
in an online world of support and humor, forging bonds
with other mothers who can relate to their everyday
challenges.

Outward Displacement, Inward
Assimilation:
he Inner Journey Home in Star Trek: Voyager
By Cody Tacderas

G

ender is one of many silent forces that act upon
and dictate our everyday actions and behaviors;
it is diicult to imagine difering forms for the
institution of gender because it is so deeply ingrained
within our society. Because of my interest in alternative gender structures, I have become intrigued by how
popular works today attempt to both complicate and
challenge our understanding of gender through these
works’ imaginings of alternative gender institutions.
More speciically, my thesis, “Outward Displacement,
Inward Assimilation,” looks at the U.S. television series

star trek: Voyager (UPN, 1995-2001) and considers the selves to adapt to their new environment and eventual
implications of these imaginary norms for the show’s sense of home.
21st-century audiences.
I tackle this project by following the show chronIn short, Voyager is a show set in the 24th Centu- ologically, looking speciically at how gendered situary that chronicles the crew’s experience through unex- tions and ideas operate in the beginning, middle, and
plored territory. How does the series’ futuristic portray- end of the series. For the most part, I perform interpreal of gender compare with and contrast against our own tive close-readings of select arcs and characters in order
modern gender institutions? What modern day issues to compare the development of ideas. For instance, in
are “solved” through Voyager’s understandings of gen- the beginning of the series, the crew feels lost, hopeless,
der? How is Voyager’s vision for gender limited within and willing to do almost anything to get back to their
the conines of its own paradigm? And, by extension, respective homes; their desire for the familiar encomhow is Voyager’s vision for gender limited as a product passes gender, too, as their new space subjects them to
of the 20th Century? hese are a
discomforting gender luidity.
few of the questions my research
Contrastingly, by the series’ end,
will address in my analysis of this
the crew feels ambivalent about
popular cultural text.
going home, with the idea being
Beginning with nearly 18
that the crew’s home and socimillion viewers in 1995, Voyager
ety aboard Voyager is somehow
emerged as a powerful inluence
more appealing than Earth. his
that, despite its futuristic setting,
suggests to me that, as a result
truly relects and responds to our
of their journey, the crew creates
present-day culture. he huge
a new institution of gender that
viewership alone was enough to
supersedes the gender ideas that
capture my attention and raise
they bring with them from Earth.
the question, with respect to genUpon realizing their new genderder studies, “What exactly is beliberated forms, the crew grapples
ing consumed by such a massive
with the idea of taking the long
audience?” My indings so far
way home as a means to preserve,
have been immensely surprislearn about, and solidify their
ing—even by science iction stannew place in queer space. Ultidards—and are grounded within
mately, I end up dissecting this
the show’s premise as a displacenewly formed gender institution
ment narrative, a story of removal
aboard Voyager and determine
from familiar space.
how it comes to serve everyone’s
he premise of Voyager is
interests. By paying particular atthat a spaceship, the USS Voyagtention to the ways in which this
Who needs Clothes?
er, and all of its crewmembers are
paradigm operates, I see how difBy Holly Kvalheim
mysteriously transported away
ferent gender roles and personalifrom Earth and all familiar space
ties become liberated from their
to a region of space that has been
previous limitations back among
let largely unexplored. Like Robinson Crusoe, the main Earthly societies. Unfortunately for the crew, their genfocus of Voyager’s story is the journey home. However, der explorations are cut short by their inevitable, and albecause the crew of Voyager are so far displaced from most reluctant, return to Earth. With respect to the gensociety and all Earthly institutions—including conven- der freedom each crewmember experiences, the ship’s
tional practices—they ind themselves in constant need arrival to Earth is interpreted as a lament for the loss of
of adaptation to their new space. Forget the fact that their protected queer space.
Voyager features Star Trek’s irst female captain, Kathryn
Janeway; the bigger picture is that the space surrounding Voyager and its crew is “queer,” incredibly queer, in
the sense that almost everything they know becomes
subverted. As a result, the crewmembers queer them59
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